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BRETT QUIGLEY  ( -14) 
 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Hit a pretty good chip and hit the fringe and I'm flying by and made 
bogey, and then I thought I hit a good second shot on 12 when I was in the bunker and 
made an ensuing seven, so then it was like wha wha, see ya later.  Overall I hung in there, 
made a birdie coming in and had some chances.  Obviously probably no one's going to beat 
Bernhard with the round that he shot, it's just incredible, just seeing those birdies go in, go 
in.  Forty-one, that's awesome. 
 
Q.  So you were still in it going into 12 and you hit your second shot into the bunker. 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Yeah, it's an awkward yardage and I just tried to get too cute with it 
trying to make sure I got enough ball and I went seven yards past the flag, then fluffed one, 
bladed one and a quick seven.  Then you're going what in the world just happened, go from 
tied for the lead to way back.  It's a very humbling game. 
 
Q.  Bernhard said in his interview that he played with you obviously in Morocco and 
that he knew coming into this round that you weren't going to let up based on how 
well you played there and the type of player you are.  What does that mean to hear 
something like that? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  Well, it means a lot.  And I played with some great guys this week 
obviously with Monty, Olazabal, Freddie, Jimenez, Karlsson, all those guys.  I'm still a 
rookie, I'm still finding my way, and to struggle today and still have a chance the back nine is 
encouraging. 
 
Q.  What do you learn from an experience like this that you can take into next week? 
 
BRETT QUIGLEY:  You just keep hitting shots and shoot as low as you can because you 
never know what's going to happen. 
 


